The purpose of this seminar is to re-introduce the human to
his/her own information within the Book of Life. Imagine that
there is a book about YOU cataloged in the library of the
Universe. Would you not wish to read it? Well, it is true. Some
of you have had readings from a medium, seer, diviner, or
shaman. The information may be previously known or unknown
to you about your current life or past lives. This information is
essential to you, in that your purpose in life is connected to the
information about you recorded in this book. Jesus and many
prophets talk about the Book of Life, as well as Divine beings
that have been on earth in antiquity to help humans advance
their consciousness.
Everything that has ever happened is seen and recorded in the
Book of Life, also called the AKASHIK RECORDS. Some of your
souls are older than others. Some of you are actually
Blueprinter Souls who have assisted in building the holographic
experience that Earth IS to all of us. Others are Star Traveler
souls. With that in mind, some of you may have a smaller book
and some of you may have a huge book. DEJAVÚ is thought to
be a “glimpse of remembering” from your own information
within this book of life experience recordings. How is this
information recorded? We will answer that, and many more
questions, so you will have a deeper understanding about this
important function of your own Soul.
It is wise to obtain as much information about the YOU that is
not in the 3rd dimension as you can. This seminar makes that
possible. Your personal spirit guides, ancestors, and deities are
watching how serious you are about this life and your growth
and will make the missing link of data you need to transform
your life available to you, based on the amount of work you
have already done.
The Creator Of All has mandated this system for us to find our
way back home. Some of you will choose to get there slowly,
and some of you will get there in a twinkling of an eye. All of us
will make it back home, even if it takes an Eternity. Free will is
yours.

There will BE much information shared and taught from the
DIVINE WORLD in this seminar. The first 20 people to register
will receive the opportunity to receive a FREE Akashic Record
Reading. Instructions will be sent to you on how to register for
this session. These sessions will be held on August 13th, by
appointment only. You do not want to miss this opportunity!
Your higher self, spirit guides and perhaps, even your Divine
parents highlight the information you will receive from the
Akashic Records. Whatever They make known to you is for your
growth, expansion, and highest good. It is information that
should be cherished and regaled with the UTMOST respect. All
students will be offered this session at a discounted price for a
limited time. All students will experience an initiation to the
Divine World where the records are kept in space-time.
There will also be a celestial archangelic chord cutting from the
energy of Archangel Michael and Gabriel, with an off world
instrument that has celestial voltage to severe past life ties,
codes, pacts and discordant unwanted energies from the
recipient of the angelic rite.
This seminar has limited placement. Please reserve your sacred
place as soon as you can.
Looking forward to an amazing experience with you all.
Hosted by:
SRI Gano Grills, www.Galighticus.com, and
Mamie Wheeler, www.TheInnerRealm.com
Date: August 14th, 2016 11am-5pm
Place: Los Angeles, California
LAX Airport Marriott
5855 W Century Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90045

SECURE your tickets here http://www.galighticus.com/

